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MODULES OVER PRÜFER DOMAINS
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Abstract. We prove that the category of torsion-free modules over a Prüfer domain

is equivalent to a certain category of diagrams. As applications we derive (i) a strong

version of Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky theorem for modules over a valuation ring, (ii)

the determination of a complete set of invariants for modules of almost countable rank

over an almost-maximal valuation ring, (iii) a new nonhomological proof of the

characterization of a maximal valuation ring due to Matlis.
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1. Introduction. Let R be a Prüfer domain with field of quotients K. Let R*

be a Prüfer domain containing R, with field of quotients K*, such that R* n K=R.

Clearly K* = K.

Let 9JcB denote the category whose objects are all unitary torsion-free left

/?-modules and whose morphisms are the usual R-Ymear maps; 5DtB. is defined

similarly. Since all the modules considered in this paper are torsion-free, we will

drop that adjective altogether. Cat (X) stands for the usual category of modules

over the ring x. Although Cat (X) is abelian, MR is only additive.

Let Œ be the category constructed as follows :

Objects of <£. An object in Œ is a diagram of the following type in Cat (R),

satisfying the conditions given below.

V

(i) M*emR.;

(ii) Ve Cat (K) with Rank«. (M*) = dimK (V);

M* ®g. K*
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(iii) A = AJ?." is the canonical 7?*-homomorphism idM. ® injf";

(iv) t is a 7C-monomorphism which is rational and ample.

t is rational iff every ^-linearly independent subset of V is mapped into a K*-

linearly independent subset of M* (g>B. K*, and also that K*r(V) = M* (g)B. K*.

t is ample iff

(a) R*(t(V) n X(M*)) = X(M*);

(b) K(t(V) n X(M*)) = t(V).

The diagram given above is called a wedge and is denoted by 0 = (M*, r, V).

t is called the twist mapping of 0, or simply the twist mapping.

Morphisms in ©. Given <Sx = (Mt,rx, Vx) and 02 = (Mt, r2, V2) in obj (©), a

morphism <f>* from (Px to 02 is a triple (^B., ^K., <£„:) where

(i) </>R.: Mf -> Mt is 7?*-linear,

5«. A:* -> Mt ®*> K* is ^""-linear,

V2 is 7C-linear, such that the following diagram commutes:

(ii)^.:Mf.
(iii) ^: K^

Hence we have

(a) A2 o 4>R. = (f>K. o Xx as 7?*-linear maps, and

(b) t2 o (f>K = <j>K. o tx as Ti-linear maps.

We will call the pair of relations (a) and (b) the " basic relations for a QL-morphism "

or simply the basic relations.

It is easy to check that G is a category; it is even an additive category. Since

Cat (7?*), Cat (K*), Cat (K) are additive categories, the necessary conditions for

the additivity of G can be checked by componentwise operations on ©-morphisms.

In this paper we prove

Theorem A. WlB and © are equivalent categories.

We given many applications of this theorem. To wit: (i) a strong version of the

Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky theorem for modules over valuation rings, (ii) the

determination of a complete set of invariants for modules of at most countable

rank over an almost-maximal valuation ring, (iii) a new nonhomological proof

of the characterization of a maximal valuation ring due to Matlis.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Lemma. If M e9Rb and M* = M ®R R* then (a)

0 -> M = M ®B R -^ M®R* = M*

is exact, where A^id« ® injg., and (b) R*-XB,.(M) = M*.
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Proof. Since Me sJ>fB and R is a Prüfer domain, M is R-ñat. Hence (a) follows

from the exact sequence 0 -> R -> R* and (b) is clear.

2.2. Proposition. Let M e 9JlB and N e WB.. Suppose there exists an R-linear

map </>: M —> N such that (i) </> carries every R-linearly independent set in M to an

R*-linearly independent set in N and (ii) R* <f>(M) = N.

Then there exists a unique R*-linear map f: M (g) R* -> N such that f o X". = </>,

and <$ is an isomorphism.

Proof. By the universal property of tensor product, there exists a unique R*-

linear map f such that f ° XR'. = (f>. By assumption (ii) f is clearly surjective.

The map <j> is given explicitly by <^(7 xt ® r,) = 2 rtxt e N. Let 2 -v¡ ® ''¡ e M*

be such that <£(2 *¡ ® r¡) = 0, and consider M0 = 2 ^-v, g M. If <¿0 : ^o -*■ N is the

restriction of <£ to M0, then ^0: M0 ® Ä* -»■ N is the corresponding restriction of

f, since /?* is /?-fiat and so Mo0A*gM® /?*. Let K=ker $0 and A0 = im^0.

Then 2 x. ® rf e /l and we have the exact sequence

o^a:->m0*-^ Ao-^0.

By construction, M0 is an /^-module of finite rank, say n. Hence M* has /?*-rank /;.

(See [2, Lemma 4.3].) Now </>0 satisfies both the hypotheses of the proposition. By

hypothesis (i) </>0 does not decrease the rank. Therefore, RankB. (R*-cf>0(M0))

= Rankß. (<^0(A/*)) = Rankñ. (A0)än. By the additivity of ranks and the fact that

K is torsion-free, we have K=0. Thus 2 r¡ ® '"¡ = 0, proving that <f> is also injec-

tive.    Q.E.D.

2.3. Proposition. Consider the following diagram in Cat (R) with the data given

below:

XM
M >-> M®RK = V

XR<.
i

l

M* = M®R R* >-► M* ®B. K*

(i) Me 9)fB; (ii) the X's stand for the corresponding tensor maps with id.u (or id,;.

respectively); (iii) tm is the unique K-linear map induced by the R-linear map

X%: o \m and the tensor product (M ® K, Xf).

Then the diagram is a pullback in Cat (R).

Proof. Clearly by construction tm o X% = X$ o XR'.. Also t" is  injective,  since

each A is injective. Hence to prove the proposition, it is enough to prove that

rM c XK'(M) = AÎ?: o XR'.(M) = \$(M*) n r"(V).

Since R* + K=K* and R* n K=R, the result follows from [I, Lemma 7, p. 32].
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2.4. Proposition. Given an object 0 = (M*, t, V) in © (which is a diagram in

Cat ((7?) let M be its pullback in Cat (7?).

a

M>-■* V

ß] ]r

M * >-► M* <g)B. K*

Then the following conditions hold:

(i) a and ß are injective and M e WR.

(ii) Ka(M)=V.

(iii) R*ß(M) = M*.
(iv) ß carries each R-linearly independent set of elements of M into an R*-linearly

independent set of M*.

Proof, (i) The diagram lies in Cat (R), which is an abelian category, t and Ají-

are injective maps, hence a and ß are injective. Also a(M) is a submodule of a

torsion-free module V, so M is torsion-free, thus M e SSRR.

(ii) K(X(M*) n t(V)) = t(V) is one of the ampleness conditions on ©. Now M

is the pullback. Hence t o a(M) = (X(M*) n r(V)). Hence Kt o a(M) = r(Ka(M))

= K(X(M*) n t(V)) = t(V). But t is injective, hence Ka(M)= V.

(iii) Using the other ampleness condition, we deduce in a similar way that

R*-ß(M) = M*.

(iv) Clearly A carries an 7?*-linearly independent set in M* into a A^*-linearly

independent set in M * <g) A"". By assumption t carries a A'-linearly independent

subset of V to a A"*-linearly independent subset of M* ® K*. Furthermore, if

2 kta(x¡) = 0 for kte K and x¡ e M, then there exist rte R such that 2 rta(xt) = 0.

But then «(2^x^ = 0 and a is injective, so 2'"¡xi = 0. Thus a also preserves in-

dependence under the extension of scalars from 7? to K. Now by commutativity, ß

carries any 7?-linearly independent set of M into an 7?*-linearly independent set of

M*.    Q.E.D.

3. Construction of the functor.

3.1. The expanding functor E.

Action on objects. Given M e TtR, consider the diagram constructed in Proposi-

tion 2.3. We will prove that <S = (M ® R*, tm, M ® K) is indeed an object in ©.

By [1, p. 34, Proposition 8], M (g) R* is 7?*-flat. But R* is a Prüfer domain, hence

M ® R* is 7?*-torsion free, and RankB- (M <g> 7?*) = RankB (M) = dimK (M <g> K).

(See [2, Lemma 4.3].)

t is clearly a monomorphism, as was noted in Proposition 2.3. Now the A's

preserve the linear independence of elements under the extension of the appropriate

scalar domains. It follows that t carries AT-linearly independent sets into Â'*-

linearly independent sets (cf. Proposition 2.4(iv) above). Thus the rationality of t

is proved.
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By Proposition 2.3, M is a pullback. Hence we have X% ° TM(M) = Xf. o X%.(M)

= (AJ?.'(M® /?*) n tm(M® K)). Now AfT is injective and R* ■ X^.(M) = M ® R*',

so we have R* ■ (Xfl(M ® /?*) n tm(M® Ä")) = A?.'(Af ® /?*). In a similar way

it follows that K(Xfl(M ® /?*) n tm(M® A)) = tm(M® A). Both the ampleness

conditions are therefore true and we have shown that (9 = (M ® R*, tm, M ® K)

e &. TNe define E(M) = (9.

Action on morphisms. Let </> e Morph (M, N) where M, N e 30ÍB. Consider the

following diagram :

Ar ® K such that

AN"
N* = A® R* >-£-> N*®R.K*

By the universal property of tensor product, we know

(i) there exists a unique Z?*-linear map </>R.: M* '-> A^* such that

Ar ° Ajf. = Ag. o ¿,

(ii) there exists a unique A-linear map (f>K: M ®R K

fo o A£ = A2 o ¿

(iii) there exists a unique A*-linear map ^K.: M* ®B. AT* -^ N* ®B. A* such

that

A£ c fa = ¿r o a?:.

Let </> = (fa, <pK., </>K). We will show that </> satisfies the basic requirements of a

morphism in Œ. We have only to show that <¡>K. o Ajf.* = XNK\ o fa and fa ° rM

= tn ° <£*:• The first of these relations is just (iii) above. To prove the second, note

that

*r • rM o A« = fc. o AF o Ag = A£ o fa o \«

=   X^oX^o,/,  =   r" oX^ocp   =   TN ofao Af.

Since Af (M) generates the A-space M ®B A", we have <£K. o TM = t" o ̂ . Now

we put E(<j>) = <p, thereby defining the action of E on A-morphisms in MR.

It is clear that E(lM)= 1E(M) and E(</> o t/>) = E(<p) o E(ifi). Thus £ is a covariant

functor. It is equally straightforward to check that E is additive, by using the

uniqueness of the component maps in a ©-morphism together with the basic

relations for ©-morphisms.
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4. Proof of the main theorem. We will now prove that E is an equivalence from

mR to ©.

4.1. £ is faithful. Since E is additive, it is enough to show that <f> e Morph (3WB)

and <j>¿0 implies £(^)^(0, 0, 0) in ©.

Let 0/xeMbe such that <j>(x)^0 (see the previous diagram). Then <¡>R. ° X^.(x)

= AB. o (f>(x)^0, because XR. is injective, so <£B-#0. By similar arguments, it follows

that <¡>K^0 and <f>K.^0. This shows E(<f>)^(0, 0, 0).

4.2. E is full. Consider the following diagram in Cat (7?):

> M* ®Ä. K*

n-K*

NGiven a morphism (i/iB., <¡¡K., i¡tK) from E(M) to 7i(A), we will find <f>: M

such that E(<j>) = ^ = (4>R., i/>K., x)>K).

Define a = <¡>K ° AJÍ: M -> A (g) K, and /S = </rB. ° A^. : M -> A ® R* ; these are

both TMinear maps. We also have Tw°a = A"*o;S by the commutativity of the

diagram.

By Proposition 2.3, the bottom square is a pullback and hence there exists a

unique 7?-linear map <f>: M -> N such that A$ o <£ = tf¡K o X% = a and A^. ° </>

= tl>R' ° AB- = jS. If E(<f>) = (<f>R., 4>K; <f>K), then by the uniqueness of the components

in a ©-morphism, we conclude that <j>R' = >l>R-, <I>k* = >I'k' and <f>K = ifiK. In other words,

Ei4>) = ipR; <i>K-, -Ax)-

4.3. E is representative. Given an object 0 = (M*, r, V) in ©, let M be the pull-

back of the diagram corresponding to & in Cat (7?). By Proposition 2.4(i) M e 9KB

and we can therefore form E(M). Now consider the following diagram:

* M®RK

> M * <g>B. K*
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Making use of the three tensor products in the top square of the diagram we have

(i) there exists a unique A*-linear map ß: M® A* -*> M* such that

(1) jS°A£ =/3oidM = /S,

(ii) there exists a unique A-linear map ä : M ® A -> V such that

(2) â o Xg = o; o idM = a,

(iii) there exists a unique A*-linear map ß* : (M ®B A*) ®B. A* -> M* ®B. A*

such that

(3) A2 o ß = ß* o Xx.

(a) By Proposition 2.4(iii) and (iv), ß satisfies all the hypotheses of Proposition

2.2. Hence the induced map ß is an isomorphism.

(b) By Proposition 2.4(i), a is injective. Therefore, ôT is also injective. But by

2.4(h), K-a(M)= V, so ä is surjective as well. Hence Eis an isomorphism.

(c) ß* o tm o Af = t o ä o Af by relations (i), (ii), (iii) above and other com-

mutative relations on the diagram. But X'i(M) generates M ® A, so

(4) ß* o TM =  T o ä.

(d) ß*((M ®R R*) ®B. A*) = ß*(K* ■ tm(M ® K)) = A*(j3* o TM(M ® A"))

= A*• t o ä(M ® A) = A*• r(V) = M* ®B. A*.

Thus ß* is surjective. But ß* is also injective, since it is the localization of the

injective map ß. Therefore ß* is an isomorphism.

The relations (3) and (4) above imply (ß, ß*, a*) is a ©-morphism from E(M)

to 6. But each component is an isomorphism, as we have proved. Thus it is a

S-isomorphism.

Consequently E is representative and the main theorem is proved.    Q.E.D.

Remark, (i) Given 0=(M*, r, V), let us denote by P(0) the pullback of 0 in

Cat (A) (as described in 2.4). It can be shown that A is a functor from S to MR,

and that it is in fact a quasi-inverse of E. From this it follows that E is an equiva-

lence ; however, this method involves a more complicated sort of diagram chasing.

(ii) Given G = (M*,t, V), define Rank 0 = RankB.(Af*) = dimK (V). Then our

proof shows that E is rank preserving; that is, for any Me9JlB, RankB (M)

= Rank (E(M)).

5. Direct sums in (i and completely decomposable modules in äftB.

5.1. Proposition. Let fí?t =s (A/*, t(, V¡) be a family of objects in © where i runs

through an index set I. Consider 0 = (M*, t, V) where M* = @ie, Mf, T = @ie/ t„

and V=@ieI Vt. Then & e obj (Œ) and (9 is the direct sum of the <Pt.

Proof. We have only to check the rationality and ampleness conditions for t.

Clearly t carries a suitable (and hence any A-linearly independent set of V)
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A-linearly independent set of V into a /¿""-linearly independent set, since it is the

direct sum of maps having a similar property. Also

K*r(V) = K*(® tA/0 V\ = 7v* 0 (rt(Vd)

= © K*TtiVÙ = 0 M* (g) K* = M* ® K*.
iel iel

Furthermore,

r(§Vi)n A(§ M0= (§(Ti(Fi))n (§Ai(Mf))

^©WFJnyMf)),
is/

which implies both the ampleness conditions.

In order to show that (9 is a direct sum, we define maps «¿ : c\ -> (P for / e 7, where

$=(«,: Af* -> AT*, i/, ® id: M¡* (g A* ^* M* <g A"1", incl¡: V^V); ut and incl,

are the usual canonical injections.

It is easy to check that ((9, w¡)ie/ is the direct sum of (&i)iel.

5.2. Definition. @ = (M*, t, K) is said to be completely decomposable whenever

0?@ieI 0, where 0,s(Mt*, t„ K) (hence Rank (0,)= 1).

5.3. Proposition. MeTlB is a completely decomposable module if and only if

E(M) is completely decomposable in ©.

Proof. E is an equivalence by our main theorem.

5.4. Definition. Given MeWR let X: M^ M ® K be the canonical mono-

morphism. A basis {e¡}¡e7 of M <g A is called a splitting basis for M if there exists a

complete decomposition Af=0j6/ A¡ such that (i) A¡ = A|v4¡: ̂ 4¡ -> Ae¡ for / e 7 and

(ii) A = 0 A,.
Remark. If M is completely decomposable, a splitting basis always exists.

5.5. Proposition. & = (M*, t, V) in © is completely decomposable if and only if

there exists a basis {e,}ie, of V such that {T(e¡)}je/ is a splitting basis for M*.

Proof. Suppose 0£©,s/0¡ and 0i = (M?, t„ K). By definition M* = 0ie/ M?,

r = @ielriand®ieIK=V.

Conversely, suppose there exists a basis {ejie/ of F such that {T(ei)}ie/ is a splitting

basis for M*. Then {T(ei)}ie/ is a A*-basis for M* rg> K*, and t=@t, where

rf = r\Ket. Also im (tj)^^""^). Let M*=@ie, M* be the complete decomposi-

tion of M* with respect to this splitting basis. Put &i = (M*, t¡, Ke¡). Now it is

obvious that 0 = 0ie/ $¡, proving that (9 is completely decomposable.

Any A-linear transformation r: K^ K* is actually the restriction of a A*-linear

transformation t* : K* -*■ K*, which is just scalar multiplication. Hence by choosing

the basis suitably (or "normalizing" the basis), we can assume r¡ = incl: K-> A*e¡

in each of dt in the proof of Proposition 5.5 above.
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Hence we have the following important corollary, which we record only for

finite rank.

5.6. Corollary. An object 6 = (M*,t, V) of finite rank in © is completely

decomposable if and only if there exists a basis {e¡}ie¡ of V such that {T(e()}ie/ is a

splitting basis for M* and the corresponding matrix for r is the identity matrix.

6. Applications. From here on, A will be a valuation ring of A and A* will be

a valuation ring of a chosen maximal immediate extension A* of A (see [4, Theorem

1.3]).

6.1. Proposition. Under the above hypotheses, let (M*, t, V) be any triple

where M* e 9JÎB. and t: V ^-> M* ® A* is a monomorphism satisfying the ration-

ality condition; then K(t(V) n X(M*)) = r(V). This shows that one of the ampleness

conditions on the objects of& is superfluous.

Proof. Consider the diagram in Proposition 2.4.

Suppose zeV, so that t(z) e M* ® A*. Now there is a nonzero element

a* e A* and aye M* such that a*r(z) = X(y), where A: M* -*■ M* ® A* is the

canonical monomorphism. If a e A is such that v(a) = v*(a*) ^ 0, then aa*'1y e M*

and X(aa*~1y) = aa*~1X(y) = aa*~1a*T(z) = ar(z). We may therefore assume

without loss of generality that there exists 0#a e A such that ar(z) = X(y). Then

r(az) = ar(z) — X(y),       az e V, y e M*.

Thus r(az) er(V)r\ X(M*) and so

t(z) = a~1z(az) e K-(r(V) n X(M*)).

Hence we have t(V)^K(t(V) n X(M*)). The other inclusion is clear.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Under some additional assumptions, it will be shown later that the

other ampleness condition is likewise superfluous.

7. Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky theorem.

7.1. Theorem. Suppose M e y)lR is completely decomposable and N is a pure

submodule of M of finite rank. Then N is a direct summand of M, and N is completely

decomposable.

Proof. Let M=@i6i Ah and let N be the pure submodule generated, say, by

{xx- ■ -x„} in M. Since each x¡ has only finitely many nonzero components in the

above decomposition of M, it is contained in a direct summand of M which is

completely decomposable and of finite rank. A' itself is therefore contained in a

completely decomposable module of finite rank. Consequently we may assume

without loss of generality that M is of finite rank.
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Assume first that N=A is of rank one and consider the following diagram, with

M=®ir=\Ai.

®At®R*
¡=i

i = n

0AS

®AT

At £ A*

¡ = n

> 0 A""e¡ ̂—< © Ket
i = n

8

A

-+K*e+-

¡ = i

*«

À
-< Ae

/iigTÎ*

Here t and all of the t, are natural inclusions by 5.6. Now ©¡ÎÏ /If is an 7?*-

module containing A* as a pure submodule. Hence A* is a direct summand of

©'=n Af (by [5, Theorem 1.3, p. 338]). Thus @\znx Af is completely decomposable

having A* as an indecomposable direct summand. It follows from Azumaya's

theorem that A*^A* for some index /„ (see [2, Theorem 3.2]). Let S: A* >—» /Í*

be this isomorphism. From considerations of rank it follows that 8 is actually a

scalar multiplication by some r e K* which is unique up to multiplication by units

of 7?*; we can therefore assume r e K. Hence the right-hand end of the diagram

can be completed so that the entire diagram commutes. Clearly (A*, t, Ke) is

a direct summand of (©f=1 Af, © rt, ©"=1 Ae¡). Hence A is a direct summand of

®?=iAt.
Now let N be any pure submodule of M of rank> 1, and assume the result is

true for all pure submodules of M having rank less than that of A. If A is a pure

submodule of rank one in A, then it is pure in M, hence a direct summand of M,

and therefore a direct summand of A. So N=A © Nx, M=A © Mx, and

Mx=@\z\ Ai, i=£i0. Since NX^MX, by the induction hypothesis Nx is completely

decomposable and is a direct summand of M.   Q.E.D.

Remark. The assumption that A has finite rank cannot be dropped (see [5,

Remark 3, p. 338]).

7.2. Corollary (First Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky Theorem). IfMe3JlR is

completely decomposable of countable rank and N is apure submodule of M, then A is

completely decomposable.

Proof. Let N=\J¡°=1 A, where A¡ is a pure submodule of A of rank /. Each N¡

is also pure in Ai + 1. Furthermore, each Nt is a direct summand of M and is com-

pletely decomposable by Theorem 7.1.  Hence Ai+1 = /ii+1 A¡ where Nt
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= ©?=i ¿j- Thus by induction N={J¡°=X Ni = (¡)¡°=x A¡ and is completely decom-

posable.    Q.E.D.

Kaplansky proved the following remarkable theorem [6, Theorem 1 and Remark

on p. 373].

Theorem. If R is an integral domain and M is a torsion free R-module which is a

direct sum of modules of countable rank then any direct summand of M is likewise a

direct sum of modules of countable rank.

7.3. Corollary (Baer-Kulikov-Kaplansky Theorem). If M e fflR is com-

pletely decomposable, and N is a direct summand of M, then N is completely

decomposable.

Proof. Using the previous theorem, M can be assumed to have countable rank.

But then the theorem follows from Corollary 7.2.    Q.E.D.

8. A complete set of invariants. Given & = (M*,t, V) we have seen that one

of the ampleness conditions on t follows from the rationality of t. It is interesting

to ask whether the condition of rationality implies the remaining ampleness

condition. That this is not true in general is demonstrated by the following counter-

example due to W. D. Geyer (oral communication).

Example (Geyer). We define a valuation of rank two on the field A= Q(X) as

follows: for any nonzero fe Q[X], there is a ge Q[X] such that f= Xmg where

g(0) = 2np/q^0 with p and q both odd; we define v(f) = (m, n) e Zx Z and extend

it to Q(X) in the usual way.

It is easy to check that this is a valuation. In fact it corresponds to the following

composite place on Q(X)

Q(X)-> Q--> ~^   '  X=0   K 2 = 0    2

Let the prime ideals in the valuation ring A be denoted by p, q, respectively.

Then we have K^R^p^q^O. Let us take a maximal immediate extension

K* :? R* z^p* zj q* => 0. We note that q<=K and hence Q2, the 2-adic completion

with reference to the place 2 = 0, can be assumed to be contained in A*. Take

« e A* such that V*(o) = (0, 0) with a e Q2, a ¿ Q.

Consider the object 0 = (M*, r, V), where M* = K*ex® q*e2, V=Kex@Ke2

and t: Kex © Ke2 -> K*ex © K*e2 is given by the matrix r = (l   °x).

Clearly t satisfies the condition of rationality. However, it does not satisfy the

ampleness condition, as we now prove. Let

M= M* nr(V) = {(A, Xa + p) : X, pe K, Xa + pe q*}.

It is enough to show R*-M=£M*.

Now we claim that a - 8 $ q* for any 8 e K. If S e Q, this is clear. If 8 = X, then

by using the place ^=0 we see that a—Xeq* implies a=X=0 in Q; but a$ Q

by choice, hence a — X $ q*. By iteration, we conclude that a — 8 $ q* for any 8 e K.
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Now Xa + p.=q* e q*. We know a — p.¡X = q*¡X $ q* by the above argument. Hence

1/A §1 Rq', so that Xe q* r, K=q. Finally, from Xa + p.E q* and aX e q*, we have

p. e q* n K=q.

Consequently M=qf@qe2 where /=ei + e2, and R*M=R*qf© R*qe2

= Q*ex ® q*e2 ^K*ex© q*e2.

Thus (M*, t, V) as given above satisfies the rationality condition, but not the

ampleness condition.

Nevertheless by imposing some natural restrictions on the ring 7?, we can ensure

that the ampleness condition will always follow from the rationality condition.

A valued field (K, v) is called almost-maximal if every maximal immediate

extension is a topological completion of K with respect to the valuation. The

corresponding valuation ring is then called an almost-maximal valuation ring.

Our present aim is to show that when R is almost-maximal, rationality implies

ampleness. Hereafter we will assume that 7? is almost-maximal. We require some

general results of a topological nature.

If (A, v) be a valued field, then there is a uniformity defined locally at 0 by taking

Vy(0) = {x | x e K : V(x)>y} for y e V, as a basis of neighborhoods at zero. In this

way K may be considered as a topological field.

Let V be a A-space, and let U be the family of all 7?-modules A7ç V such that for

each x e V there exists a nonzero r e R with rx e M.

8.1. Proposition. U defines a unique uniformity on V so that V becomes a

Hausdorjf topological vector space over K.

Proof. Clearly U defines a basis of neighborhoods at 0. A set S is then said to

be open in V if for each x e S there exists M e U such that x + M<=, S. It is obvious

that these open sets constitute a topology on V.

Each M is in particular an abelian group, so M+M^M and addition is con-

tinuous.

We also note that if M e U and 0 ̂  a e K then aM e U. Given a0 e K and x0 e V,

we shall show for each MeU, there exists A £ i/and y e Y such that ax e aQx0 + M,

whenever v(a — a0)>y and xe x0 + N.

If a0=0, take N=M, and if a0/0, take A=Mn M/a0. In either case Ae U

and there exists O^ße R such that ßx0 e N. We can choose a y e F such that

y^v(ß). Suppose v(a—a0)>y and x-x0eN; then (a-a0)x0 = ((a—a0)lß)ßx0 e N

and (a — a0)(x — x0) e A. Moreover, a0(x — x0) e a0N n M. Consequently ax — «o^o

= (a-a0)x0 + a0(x — X0) + (a — a0)(x — X0) e M + M + M^M.

Thus multiplication is also continuous.

Now F is a topological vector space. To prove it is Hausdorff it is enough to

prove it is Tx, that is, (~) {M : Me U} = (0). Let (e¡)¡e/ be a basis of Fand consider

Af0 = ©¡6/ Rei- V- Then clearly <xM0 e U for every ae R. Furthermore, there is

no nonzero element of M0 of infinite height; (i.e.) there is no nonzero x e M0 such

that x e aM0 for every aE R.
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Since N=(~°)aeB aM0í M0 is the A-submodule of M0 consisting of all elements of

infinite height, it follows that A=0. Thus we have

(0) s H iM : Me V) = fi «A^o = (0). Q.E.D.

8.2. Lemma. If M eU then M is closed.

Proof. Let (x6)6eA be a net in M converging to x e V. M is a neighborhood of 0,

hence x-xô e M eventually. But then x = x — xó + xó e M.    Q.E.D.

8.3. Proposition. Let (A*, v*) be a maximal immediate extension of (A, i»)

(since (A, v) is almost-maximal, this is the ordinary completion) and let V* be a

K*-space. Suppose V is a K-space in V* such that A*- V= V*. Then V is dense in

V* (with respect to the K*-uniformity on V*).

Proof. Let F be the closure of Kin V*. First observe that Fis a A-space. Given

x e V and a e K, choose x6 e V such that (x6)aeA converges to x. Since our spaces

are Hausdorff, we can write this as x = lim xd without ambiguity. Now V* may be

considered as a A-space, so for every a e A we have ax e V*. But ax = lim (ax6) by

continuity, so ax e V. By similar arguments we see that Fis closed under addition.

Secondly, V is also a A*-space. Let xeV, a e A* and let (aó)ieA be a net in A

converging to a. The (aó-x)6eA is a net in V converging to ax 6 V*; hence ax e V.

Now KçFand Fis a A*-space, which implies A*- Fç F^ V*.    Q.E.D.

8.4. Theorem.  When R is almost-maximal, rationality implies ampleness.

Proof. Let us identify all the images for simplicity and consider the following

situation: V* is a A*-space and Fis a A-space in V* such that A*- F= V*. Now

let M* be an A*-module in F* such that A* • M* = V*. If M= V n A/*, we want

to prove that R*-M—M*.

Note that M* is a basic neighborhood of 0 in F*, and so is A* ■ M (the proof is

similar to, and follows from, that of Proposition 6.1). Hence both M* and A* A/

are open. Given x e M*, there is a net (xd)deA in F converging to x by the previous

proposition. Then x —xa e M* eventually. But x e M*, hence xô e M* eventually.

Thus x6e VnM*^R*-(Vr\ M*) eventually, and so x-xó e A*(Fn M*)

eventually.

Hence x e R*(V n M*).    Q.E.D.

We devote the remainder of this section to the calculation of a complete set of

invariants for the class of torsion-free modules over A of at most countable rank.

We continue to assume that A is almost-maximal. To avoid further cumbersome

notation, we still denote the corresponding categories by sDiB and £(sJJiB) = (S.

Let T be the value group of A (as well as that of A*). Let upp(V) = {U\ i/çT : y

ïï 8 e U implies y e U} be the set of upper classes of P. It is a monoid under the

naturally induced operation of addition from T. There is a canonical imbedding of

T in upp (T) mapping yeF into the upper class (y) = {X | A e T: A^y}. If

Ux, U2 e upp (r) we write Ux~ U2 whenever there exists a y e T such that Ux+(y)
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= U2. This relation ~ is an equivalence relation on upp (r) which is compatible

with addition. The quotient monoid I(R) = upp(F)¡~ is called the ideal class

monoid of R.

Let 9t be a complete set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of 7?*-

fractional ideals (that is, rank one 7?*-modules of K*). Then (9Í, (g>) is a monoid

isomorphic to 7(7?) (see [2, Theorem 2.2]). It is worth noting that 9Í, being a set of

7?*-fractional ideals, is linearly ordered by set inclusion.

Let 9Jlœ be the following full subcategory of 2JcB.. The objects of 9Jcœ are 7?*-

modules of the form ©¡e/ A¡ with A¡ s 9Í and |7| g X0, together with all the mor-

phisms among them. By using the axiom of choice if necessary, we may assume the

only isomorphisms in Wx are automorphisms. Thus 50îœ is a skeletal full sub-

category of 9)cB.. In fact we form all possible external direct sums out of 91, with

consideration only for the number and type of summands occurring in one such

direct sum, to construct 9Jiœ-

Furthermore given any Me 9JcB., let M=@JeJ B¡ be a complete decomposition

of M (see [5, Theorem 12] or [3, Proposition 7]). If B^AiU) for every je J, where

AHj) e 9Í, let M' be the unique external direct sum formed from the family {Ai{j)}

such that M' e ÜDc^. Now M'sMand M' e TO». Hence Mx is equivalent to WlR..

Hereafter ISDÍ«, | will be used to denote the class (indeed the set) of modules in 9Jl„o.

Now given M, Ae|2)£oo|, we define Af+A=|M©A| where \M © N\ is the

unique module in Wl«, isomorphic to M © N. Similarly we define M-N= \M (g A|.

Then ([9JI«,!, +, ■) is a monoid-semiring.

Let N* = N\J{oo} be the usual abelian monoid of integers with infinity. We

identify oo with X0. Let N*[I(R)] = {s = 2 sAXA \sáeN*,Xe 7(7?)} be the set of all

formal symbols of the indicated type with the usual definitions of componentwise

equality and addition, and convolution multiplication; in other words, the monoid

semiring on 7(7?).

8.5. Proposition. QTt^, +,  )^(A*[7(7?)], +, •).

Proof. As already remarked (9Í, 0)^(7(7?), +). Let Y={XX \ X e I(R)}ç

N*[I(R)]; clearly (7(7?), +)^(Y, ■). Now |9Jcœ| is freely generated over 91 and

A*[7(7?)] is freely generated over Y. Hence the induced extended map is clearly an

isomorphism.    Q.E.D.

Remark, (i) Given 5 e A*[7(7?)], say í = 2íaAa, define the trace of s to be

Tr (s) = ZsAeN*.

(ii) If Ty is the isomorphism established in Proposition 8.5, and Ty(M) = s,

then we say that Me |9Jîœ[ is of type s. In this case Rank (M) = Tr (Ty(M)).

8.6. Definition. Let © be the full subcategory of © consisting of objects

& = (M*,t, V) e ©where

(i) Af* = ©t6/^,6|a».|,

(ii) M*(gB. A* = ©ie/ A*e( with A^K*eu and

(iii) r=©i./Ae, = ©„,***,.
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8.7. Proposition. ® is a representative subcategory ofQ, hence is equivalent to ©.

Proof. Given (9 = (M*, r, V) in (L Consider the following diagram:

A T
M* >-> M* ®R. A* 4-<F

A A A

fn- fr h

0 At >^ © K*et <-< © Ket
ie; tei is/

where ©ie/ A¡ is the unique object in ¡tyl«,] isomorphic to M* by the isomorphism

fR.. LetfK.: ©¡ei K*e{ -> M* ®B. A* be the unique A*-isomorphism induced by

fR.. Since fR. is bijective, fK. is also bijective and the first square commutes.

fK. and t can be considered as concurrent A-morphisms in Cat (A). Let F be

the pullback (unique up to isomorphism). Since Cat (A) is an abelian category and

t is injective, it follows that f is injective. Similarly since fK. is bijective, fK is also

bijective. Hence V~ V. Thus F can be replaced by ©íe/ Ae¡ with suitable changes

in the maps f and/K, which may still be denoted by f andfK respectively, without

causing any confusion.

/*•[**■ *(© toi)] = **[/*• " *(© AVi)]

(i) = r.T./^&j = A*-r(F)

= M*®B.A*=A.(©A"*eí).

But/K. is a bijection, henee A"*-f(0¡e/ Ae¡) = 0i6/ A*e¡.

(ii) Now T,fK,fK. all preserve the linear independence of elements of the

domain even under the extension of the scalars in the range. Hence by com-

mutativity f must have the same property. So 4 carries A-linearly independent sets

of elements into A*-linearly independent sets in the range.

Thus f satisfies the rationality condition. But by assumption A is almost-

maximal. Hence t also satisfies ampleness and ¿> = (0ie/ A¡, f, 0i6/ K*e¡) e obj (S)

is isomorphic to 0. Thus ß is a representative subcategory of (£, hence it is equiva-

lent to <S.

Combining this with Remark (ii) at the end of §4 and Theorem A, we have

8.8. Corollary. 3!JlB and (£ are equivalent categories.

Remark, (i) It should be emphasized that Œ is not canonical, since it depends

on our initial choice of 9Í.

Since Wx is skeletal, it is clear that for each 0i6/ K*e¡, there exists one, and only

one, A*-submodule of 0ie/ A*e¡ belonging to |9Jla,| of a given preassigned type s.

Hence we can make the following definition :

8.9. Definition. Suppose (Mu) e GL (n, A*), 0<«^oo. Then (wi;) is of type s

whenever the associated linear transformation r(mj;): ©{ = î A*et->0{îï K*e¡

leaves the unique A*-submodule of type s in ©! = ï A*e¡ invariant.
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Now given an object & = (@\z\ A¡, r, ©|ï; Ae¡) in ©, the basis of ©jïï Ae¡ (and of

©¡;ï A*e¡) is canonically fixed, so t can be thought of as belonging to GL («, A*).

Let GL (A) be the set of all invertible matrices over A of at most countable rank,

and let GL (K*) be defined analogously.

Let G = {(s, (my)) | i e N*[I(R)], (mti) e GL (K*) and Tr (s) = Rank (mi})}. We

define a binary relation on G as follows: (sx, (w%))~(Ja, (nlk)) whenever

(a) sx = s2 and Tr (sx) = Tr (s2) = « say, where 0 < n g oo,

(b) there exists a (p¡¡) e GL (K*) of type 5 and rank « and a (qkj) e GL (K) of

rank « such that

iPnXmn) = (»is) •(&/)•

It   is  easy  to  check  that   ~   is  indeed   an  equivalence  relation.   We  put

N*[I(R)] * GL(K*) = GI~. Let tt: G~^Gj~ be the natural projection.

Now we come to the final theorem of this section.

8.10 Theorem. A* [7(7?)] * GL(A*) is a complete system of invariants for SRB.

Proof. By Corollary 8.8, it is enough to prove the theorem for ©. We define the

correspondence as follows.

Given 0=(© Au r, © Ae¡) we put ¿(0) = tt(7>(© At), r) e A*[7(/?)]* GL (K*)

where (7>(© At), r) e G.

Let 0X = (® Ah Tx, © Ae,)£<Pa=(© B„ r2, © Ae;). Then they have the same

rankand©/4fs©^in|a»00|,so©^l = ©Äy.Nowifj=7>(©/4l) = 7>(©ÄJ),

then /ff-l© At=fR. is an automorphism of © A¡. Hence fK- is of type s. Also

T2 °/r=A- ° ri is one of the basic relations for a ©-morphism. By means of the

canonical basis this is precisely the matrix equality for tx~t2. Hence </>(@x)

= it(s, tx) = tt(s, T2) = <¡>(02) in N*[I(R)] * GL (K*). Thus isomorphic objects have

the same invariants.

Conversely, let (9X, &2 e © such that <¡>(d)x) = <f>(02). Then ^1) = 'r(7>(© A,), rx)

= TT(Ty(®Bj),T2) = <f>(&2) so (i) Ty(@Ai) = Ty(@Bf) = s, say, and « = Tr(i),

(ii) there exists Tx e GL («, A*) of type s and T2 e GL («, A) such that Tx ° tx

= T2o  T2.

Then Tx(@ A¡) = @ B¡ and (TX\Q) A{, Tx, T2) is the required isomorphism and

Now given (s,(m^)~ e N*[I(R)]*GL(K*), let ®\znx At be the unique 7?-

submodule in ©l=ï A""e¡ of type s and consider C = (©|zï A¡, (mu), ©f=1 Ke{).

Clearly Ce© and <j>(0) = (s, (Mtj))~. The theorem is therefore proved.    Q.E.D.

9. A characterization of maximal valuation rings. Using homological methods,

Matlis ([7], see also [8, p. 318, Theorem 2]) proved the following

Theorem. A valuation ring R is maximal if and only if every torsion-free R-

module of rank two is completely decomposable.

We now give another proof without using homological methods.

If 7? is maximal, then every torsion-free module of countable rank is completely

decomposable (see [5, Theorem 12, p. 338] or [3, Proposition 7, p. 252]).
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Conversely if A is not maximal, then A*^A and there exists ae A* — A. Let

{«¡}ie/ he a pseudo-convergent sequence in A, which pseudo-converges to a. Then

v*(a — a¡) — v(m¡) (and mx e R) is a set of monotonically increasing set of elements in

the value group. Let 9i = {xeA: 3/e/, v(x)ä — v(mt)} and similarly we define

9t*£A*. 51 is an A-module in A and 91* is an A*-module in A*. Further 9Í ® A*

= 91- A* = 91* (see [2, Lemma 2.1]).

Consider the following diagram:

M* = R*ex © %*et

V = Kex © Ae2

\(l   Î) =
K*ex © A*ef

Since t is invertible, it satisfies the rationality condition.

To prove the ampleness condition: Now t(F) = {(x, ax+y) | for x, y e A}. Then

M=t(V) n (A* © 9l*) = {(x, ax+j>) | t»(x)^0, v*(ax+y)^ -v(m¡) for some i and

x,ye A}. For x= 1 and y = 0, we have

(1) (1, 0) e M,   hence A* © (0) £ A* • M.

Also (0, 1 /otj) e M for every i e /. Then given x e 91*, there exists /0 such that

xmio e A* so that we have

(2) (0,x) = x-mio(0,l/mio)eR*-M.

Combining (1) and (2) we have A* © 9i* = A*-M.

The other ampleness condition is always satisfied in view of Proposition 6.1 and

so (A* © 91*, t, A© A) is an object in G of rank two. Let M be the pullback of

the associated diagram.

Then we claim that M is not decomposable. Suppose on the contrary

M^A © B, A, B^K. By 2.4(iii) and (iv) and 2.2, we have M ® A*^ A* © 91*.

Also (A © B) ® R*^A* © B*^ A* © 9t*. By Azumaya's theorem [2, Theorem

3.2] we have, say, A*^R* and /?*^9l*. Since A and B are of rank one, we have

A^R and 5^91 (see [2, Theorem 2.2]) and consequently M^A© 9(; let/be this

isomorphism. Since E(M) s E(R © 91) ~ E(R) © £(91), we have the following

diagram in Cat (A).

M>-2-

/

A©9i

©91

\f»

A* ©21* ©A*
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The unnamed arrows are natural injections.

Let

and

fK = ('»    ^2)    where ct e K.
\C3      Cil

Now/B.=/K.|A* © 9t*. Also we have

(Mei)\ = ldx   d2\(e*\

\fAetV     U   rfJUîA

Hence fK * (e*)=a'1eí-l-a'2e2, e A* © 91* with dx e A*, a"2 e 9t*. We claim dx is a

unit: if not let v*(dx)te>0. eeF and let v*(d2)>v*(d) with de 91*—such a d

exists, since 9t* is clearly not principal. Without loss of generality assume v*(d2/d)

^e. Then dxex* + d2et=-n((dx/ri)ef + (d2/r])et) with v e A*, v*(r¡) = e and d2/r¡e%*;

which contradicts the fact that fK.(ef) is not divisible by any element of A. Also

fnAe*) = d3et + die* is divisible by m¡. Hence d3/m¡ e A* for / e /.

Now let us consider the inverse of/B. which has the matrix

ays     -d2/8\

-d3/8     dx/8 )

where 5 is the determinant. As before, we have d4/S is a unit and í/3/Sm¡ s A*

Vï e I. Hence we have d3/dgnx e R* Mi e I.

Now from the preceding diagram we have

f ._ (di   d2\[\   0\
A=U    dj[a    l)

is a matrix over A. Consequently, we have

dx + d2 = kxe K,       d3 + d± = k2e K,       d2, dé e K.

Finally,

a + daldt = keK.

Now a—k=d3/dl and since d^d^ e A* Vi e / we have v*(a—k) > v(m¡), Vi e /.

Hence a — k is in the breadth of the pseudo-convergent sequence we have chosen,

which implies A: is a pseudo-limit, contrary to our assumption that {a¡} has no

pseudo-limit in A.    Q.E.D.
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